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Abstract
Shuishu script in PDAM2.2 code chart has several points to be resolved before the standardization; 2
major points are described in this document, and the possible solutions are proposed. The discussion for
future standardization is needed.
1.
1.1.

The relationship between methodology and purpose is unclear.
Request of the clarification of the purpose.

According to N4638 [1], the initial submission, there is a paragraph; Shuishu is strictly private. Every Shui family
possesses its own version, transferring it from generation to generation. Generally, outsiders are prohibited from
seeing it. Moreover, Shuishu masters usually distort the shape of the symbols to increase the difficulty of decipherment,
which diversifies Shuishu characters. It makes difficult to understand the purpose of this standardization1 If Suishu
masters are trying to improve the security or the workflow by digital technology, the proposal of the standardization
is very straightforward solution. But we cannot find such movement in the materials acompanied to the submission.
In following, I assume the purpose of the standardization is the preservation of Shui culture, as endangered writing
system. Or, it is an attempt to establish new writing system for daily spoken Shui language, based on Shishu? They
are quite different. Although I understand some people think speedy allocation of the codepoints in ISO/IEC 10646
is far important than the clarification of the purpose how the codepoints would be used, I strongly suggest to clarify
the purpose of the standardization. It is important to indicate for the users, what is done, what is future issue.
1.2.

Why so strong glyph normalization? Does it serve the preservation of endangered writing system?

If the purpose of this standardization is the preservation of the endangered writing system, why the submitters try to
normalize the glyphs in the existing documents? Of course, there would be little requirement to have multiple
codepoints with same sematics and subtle shape difference. But why the glyphs with significant shape difference
should be unified? Even in CJK Unified Ideograph (which is not endangered writing system, and now it is the
dominant part of ISO/IEC 10646), sometimes the significantly different glyphs with almost same semantics are coded
separately (e.g. 一 and 弌 are coded separately). Although it is questionable whether we should keep the separate
encoding of the semantically interchangeable CJK Unified Ideographs in future, there is a variation selector
technology to distinguish them.
If the normalization of Shuishu is just for the definition of the initial compact set for Shuishu, to keep from the overdisunification troubles (often found in CJK Unified Ideograph history), that’s ok, but it should be stated how the
1

This statement is already conflicting with the answers to the submission form section C (technical questions) Q4 :
“the context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare), plus reference”. The answer in the
form is “yes, it is widely used among Shui people”.

variants with significant shape difference should be handled, even if the normalization criteria is classified as the
future issue. Without the clear policy about it, the researchers of Shui scripts would confront with the difficulty “oh,
this glyph on this document is not found in ISO/IEC 10646, how should I digitize this text?”. This situation is
questionable whether the incorporation of Shuishu character into ISO/IEC 10646 helps the study of Shuishu, or
becomes yet another barrier against that.
The typical example would be the representative glyph for 破軍星, explained in WG2 N4758 [3], p.9. The glyphic
difference among No. 312, No. 313 and No.314 are obviously significant.

Example of glyph variants (N4758 [3])
If Shuishu masters do not want to encode them separately, and do not want the external researchers to create the
digital texts assigning PUA codepoints for the glyphs no. 313, 314, it should be clarified. Of course, their requests (if
there is such) should be respected, but still the introduction of the variation sequence should be considered.
1.3.

Questionable selection of representative glyph

The section “(1) Reasons for deletion - 3. variants” in WG2 N4758 [3] p.9 tells as if the most representative glyphs
were chosen by the most frequent character of the checked materials. But there are a few questions;
A) the coverage is sufficient to choose the single representative glyph?

Source references for Shuishu submissions (N4758 [3])

If the policy for Shuishu encoding is “no variants should be coded separately, and no variation selectors should be
considered”, the representative glyphs should be chosen very carefully. According 2-(1) “Source texts” in it, 17 books
(maybe S1 includes 10 books, S2-S8 include 1 book per 1 reference) are considered.
Is this sufficiently large part of Shuishu materials? Considering that “中國水書” [10] consists from 160 volumes,
there is a concern whether the representative glyphs chosen by the survey for 17 books is sufficiently stable. I am
afraid that some glyphs (which now the submitter dropped as less frequently used in 17 books) would be found the
most frequently used glyphs in later survey. If their glyphic differences are subtle, it would be possible to update the
code chart. But if their glyphs differences are significant, how to do that? The representative glyph of the code chart
should be replaced by new one? Or, should be coded separately? The policy would be important for the researchers
working with the books out of 17 books used for the submission.
B) unclear process how the representative glyphs were choesen
The subsection “3-(1)-3 variants” is difficult to understand how the “representative” glyph of “甲” in 水書, “

”,

was chosen. The explanation mentions about the frequency, but the chosen glyph is not the most frequently used. It
is the 4th one (frequency 20). Why the 1st one “

” (frequency 58), the 2nd one “

” (frequency 34) and “

”

(frequency 33) are not chosen?


If 1st one was regarded as “this is Hanzi, not Shuishu”, why the characters like

(四),

(七),

(十) are included in the submission?


If 2nd and 3rd ones are regarded as problematic (e.g. too cursive), why the representative glyph for “申”,

,

is included in the submission? The procedure how the representative glyphs are chosen, should be more clarified
to understand the stability (if the submitters are against the encoding of the variants).

The frequencies for the glyphs corresponding to Hanzi “甲” (N4758 [3])

I emphasize that I am not saying “
researches dealing “

” should be chosen as the representative glyphs. It is easy to find the past

” as the representative glyphs for 甲, like, “水語簡志” [8] or “水書” [9].

“甲” in 『水語簡志』[8]

“甲” in 『水書』[9]
However, some glyphs in the proposals are different from the past researches. We can find the numeral 2 and 3 are
rotated in the comparison with the past researches. Such differences have big impact to set the codepoint in the
proposal, because the proposed radical systems have the radical for vertical stroke and horizontal stroke. The
clarification of the rule to choose the representative glyphs is quite important.

『水語簡志』[8]

『水書』[9]
numerals 1-10 in N4758

numerals in the past researches

Comparison of numerals between proposed Shuishu and past researches.

2.

Pronunciations in character names

Comparing with other researchers documents on Shuishu, the stability or generality of phonetic values in the character
names of PDAM2.2 Shuishu is slightly questionable. Here I take U+1B3B9 as an example.

Single, double and triple coffine character in PDAM2.2 [6]
The radical-42 (U+1B52D) is recognized as a coffin, and some big unfortunate is described by repeating it.

Semantics of double and triple coffine characters N4758 [3]

Double coffine character in 水書常用字典 [11]
Same glyph with same semantics (see Hanzi annotation) is found in 水書常用字典 [11], but their phonetic values
are different. Also, the explanation on Shuishu in “言語学大辞典” [12], by 西田龍雄 (Nishida Tatsuo), shows
different phonetics (note: .Nishida explains double coffin is not single character but composite glyph of 2 same
characters).

Double coffine character in 言語学大辞典 別冊 世界文字字典[11] p.524 (2001)
N4638 [1] wrote “Its vocabulary is restricted to divination. It contains the knowledge of Shui people on calendar,
stars and divining. The number of the words in Shuishu is as small as approximately three hundred”, so it would be
incorrect to assume as if a Shuishu character and a spoken word have 1:1 mapping. Even if a single semantics could
be identified at an abstract level, it does not mean that we can identify the best phonetic value, as we have many
different words for similar idea, like double coffine character.
Definition of the authorized pronunciation of Shuishu character would be long term work, it should not be done just
for the inclusion of Shuishu character into ISO/IEC 10646.
2.1.

Concerns on ASCII notation of Shui language pronunciation

N4758 [3] tells as if authorized romanization method is used in the literacy textbook (see p.3 of N4758), but the
quoted 《水族文化进校园读本》 uses a notation without numerals, which is different from PDAM2.2 character
names.

《水族文化进校园读本》 quoted in N4758 [3]
By the quotation of conflicting document as if it were supportive of the proposed romanization, there is a concern
that few experts had checked the background of the submission during 2 years. In fact, in PDAM2.2 character names,
there are initials which are not listed in N4638, N4696 and N4758; U+1B33D has an initial “ʔbj” since which was
never listed in the past submission; N4638, N4696 and N4758. Is it a consonant conjunct?

U+1B33D QBYAAG7 and its IPA notation ʔbjaːk³⁵, (upper [6], lower [3])
The user community of the romanization for Shui language would be far larger than that of Shui script, so it is
recommended to keep from making snap decision about the romanization, just for Shuishu character encoding.
3.

Summary

In summary, this document described 2 points to be resolved for the standardization;
A) the purpose of the standardization is unclear.


it is unclear why the strong normalization about the glyph shapes is needed, so either it is unclear how the
glyphic variants should be needed.



some representative glyphs in the proposal are different from the past researches, it is unclear how the past
research documents could be digitized by the proposed character set.



in the quasi-statistic method to choose the representative glyph, there might be some undocumented rules
to refuse the frequently used glyphs.

B) pronunciations of the characters are really needed in the character names?
in earlier submissions, the justification of the pronunciations could be rationalized by the ordering of the
characters. but PDAM2.2, the ordering is no longer phonetic. still is it needed? what kind of the difficulties there
are, if the phonetic values are separated to mutable database in ISO/IEC 10646?


some characters are questionable if there is stable reading. in pictographic script, it is popular situation in
the pictographic script that single symbol could be red differently by reflecting surrounding context, and
there is no stabilized single phonetic value.



there are existing documents using different romanization rules, even in the education (if N4758 [3]
describes the situation precisely).



the romanization rules described in the past submissions ([1]-[3]) are underspecified.

The proposals to resolve these issues are following:
A) please revise the submission of the proposal, with clear purpose. it is strongly suggested to make a self-contained
document instead of the short errata of the previous submissions.


please provide the raw statistic data, and please write down all rules how the representative glyphs are
chosen.



please clarify how the variants should be dealt, and consider the possibility of variation selector.

B) please remove the phonetic values from the character name.


if therse information should be included in the standard, it should be separated to different database. it
makes easier to make a correction in future, and collaboration with the users of different romanization
methods.
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